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For a lark ...

© Derek Engelbrecht

Editor's chirps
It's a great time of the year to be out doing what we all love doing. There is life again in the
hour or so before dawn as the doves, robin-chats, thrushes, and sparrows add their voice
to the dawn chorus; the returning migrants boost our tallies on an outing, and everything
just looks and smells fresher. We even had a few drops of rain in late August! But more
importantly, our club had its first outing in months, and by all accounts everyone enjoyed
it tremendously. You can read more about this outing in Richter's trip report in this issue.
You can also read about Daniel and Derek's 'mission' to see all the western Limpopo River
valley specials. The lockdown made traveling a challenge, but fortunately we received a glut
of interesting articles for our Bird Briefs section. We also want to welcome two new contributors to our newsletter: young Graeme Engelbrecht shares an interesting dietary record
for Grey-headed Bushshrike, and Brian Steele-Drew's observations of a Mexican stand-off
between Saddle-billed Storks and an African Fish Eagle goes to show that even the King
of the River has to eat humble pie from time to time.
With lockdown restrictions eased considerably, the breeding season about to start for many
species and a very exciting time in terms of migrant arrivals ahead in the next two months,
we look forward to receive your interesting trip reports and observations for the next issue
of The Lark.
Raelene and Daniel
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Fauna Park
0787
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border birding
Chasing the Limpopo River specials

Daniel and Derek Engelbrecht
The Limpopo River near Platjan. Botswana on the left bank, South Africa on the right.
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W

hile everyone in
the country south
of us was gripped
in the claws of an icy cold front,
we headed north on the weekend
of 26 June 2020. Our destination Boelamien River Camp near Platjan in the western Limpopo River
valley. With mid-winter daytime
temperatures reaching a balmy
29°C during our stay, it was a welcome break from the low teens we
experienced back in Polokwane in
the preceding few days.
Daniel took the ‘early bus’
on Friday which gave him a head
start, which turned out to be an
important head start in the greater
scheme of the weekend’s birding.
Derek was to follow on Saturday,
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getting ‘hands-on’ experience with
some of the Limpopo River valley
specials being high on his to-do
list.
Upon arrival at the camp you
are left with no doubt as to where
you are: a great, grey-green, greasy
river flanked by giant Ana Trees,
Nyala Berries and fig trees, and
Meves’s Starling, Tropical Boubou,
Meyer’s Parrot and White-crowned
Lapwing going about their business around camp. We mentioned
above that Daniel’s decision to take
the ‘early bus’ turned out to be an
important one which resulted in a
butterfly effect: had he not left on
the Friday, he wouldn’t have had
his sleep disturbed by a herd of
elephants walking through camp

late Friday night;
and if the elephants
didn’t wake him, he
would not have had
an adrenalin rush
and battle to fall
asleep again; which
means he wouldn’t
have heard the eerie, wailing call of a
distant Pel’s Fishing
Owl! When Derek
arrived
around
midday on Saturday, Daniel’s bird
list was already in the 70s, with the
Pel’s Fishing Owl aural record already the jewel in the crown, but
Derek still dipped on it, and both
of us were eager to once again lay

Above
Phew! This elephant ambling
through camp was a bit too close for comfort.
Meyer's Parrot (below) and Tropical Boubou (opposite) were daily visitors to our
camp on the banks of the Limpopo River.
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eyes on this fabled ginger giant.
At least Derek heard the gruff,
grumpy-sounding crown prince
of owls, Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl, in
the wee hours of Sunday morning,
but was unable to track it down at
dawn.
Any thoughts of finding Pel’s
was shelved for Sunday. Derek was
going to get hands-on with some
of the birds around the campsite, targeting his ringing nemeses; Tropical Boubou and Meves’s

Meves's Starling
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Starling. Daniel had a keen interest to determine what fish would
comprise the diet of Pel’s Fishing
Owl (or that was his version) and
spent the day fishing – and keeping an eye on the resident pod of
hippos and bask of crocodiles.
The ringing turned out
to be a great success and
Derek had a ringing
lifer - a Meves’s
Starling (what
an amazingly
strong grip
and sharp
claws it
has!),
but the
Tr o p i c a l
Boub o u
still
evaded him.
Ne vertheless,
he managed
to
ring 30 individual birds
representing 15
species. Some of the
ringing highlights inPearl-spotted Owlet
cluded a Pearl-spotted Owlet, Green Wood Hoopoe, Southern Red-billed Hornbill and a
Burchell’s Coucal.
Between the ringing and
fishing, we also made time for

some atlasing, and some of the
memorable sightings included flybys of African Openbill, a juvenile
African Fish Eagle and Martial
Eagle in aerial combat, an overwintering Harlequin Quail, an
early-morning aerial display of a
Shikra, the eye-catching Retz’s
Helmetshrike,
hearing
the booming call of a
group of Southern
Ground Hornbills just before
dawn, three
Woodpecker species
(Bearded,
Bennett’s
(yes!),
and Golden-tailed)
and Double-banded Sandgrouse
joining
our group
for
happy hour at
dusk. We were
also stunned in
amazement to witness the rustling flight
display of a Lesser Honeyguide (read more about this
fascinating display on page 63).
What an experience! All in all, a
great day’s birding, but still no
sign of the ginger giant, nor the
crown prince.

Southern Red-billed Hornbill

We didn’t hear the Pel’s Fishing Owl again, but on our last
morning we heard a Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl upstream from our camp.
We decided to go to the area where
we suspected the call came from to
see if we could get some photos and
it was also in the same direction
Daniel heard the Pel’s call coming
from on the Friday night. We also
kept our eyes on the ground to look
for telltale signs of Pel’s Fishing
Owl - those fluffy, ginger feathers.
The Lark 31
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Above One of our most spectacular birds,
Retz's Helmetshrike.
Top right A Fiery-necked Nightjar added
some atmosphere at sundowner time.
Right Two young guns in aerial combat.
The immature African Fish Eagle (on the
right) didn't take kindly to the presence of
this immature Martial Eagle (left) in its air
space above the Limpopo River.
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Above An African Darter basking on one of

It wasn’t difficult to find the Verthe resident pod of hippos.
reaux’s Eagle-Owl - in fact we found
three. The incessant begging calls of a
Below Brown Hyaenas were nightly visitors.
fledgling revealed the whereabouts of
the entire family. Although we didn’t
see a kill, the parents were clearly still ing and we had excellent views of
in hunting mode early in the morn- these stately birds which seem to be
caught in a time warp
with their 1970s-style
pink eye-shadow.
We had just left
the Verreaux’s family
when we heard a distinctive deep, booming call - Pel’s! - we
exclaimed at once. We
had it; well almost. We
walked a little further
upstream to where
we guessed the sound
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more or less came from and scanned
the trees. We sat a while and listened
intently for another call, without any
joy. An agitated Tree Squirrel and
some noisy Arrow-marked Babblers
drew our attention to a big, leafy tree
on the opposite bank. We moved in
line with it and started scanning the
branches. And then we heard a barely audible, high-pitched wailing call,
followed by silence, then another
call, a minute’s silence, and another
call. Of all the exciting sounds we
heard around camp that weekend trumpeting elephants, sawing leop-

Above We were treated to excellent views of
a family of three Verreaux's Eagle-Owls.

ards, grunting hippos, roaring lions,
whooping hyaenas, barking bushbuck and of course the rustling flight
display of a Lesser Honeyguide - none
got the adrenalin pumping as much
as perhaps the softest, most melancholic call of the lot. It had to be in
the tree we were looking at. Bearing
in mind there was a hippo and crocodile infested river between us and the
tree, getting closer was not an option.
The Lark 31
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We took our equipment to the limit
and beyond to scope and scan the
tree when Derek saw an uncharacteristic blob in amongst the leaves of
the tree. Daniel zoomed in and there
it was - a decidedly grouchy-looking
juvenile Pel’s Fishing Owl. What a
bird! To quote Chris Patton … this
was one of those 'birding bloody hell
moments'!
Our mission completed, we
started heading back to camp, but
some remarkably confiding Meyer’s
Parrots distracted us and we were
able to spend about half an hour
watching them calling, allopreening,
stretching and just doing what parrots do. Very special.
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Above An absolute epic bird - Pel's Fishing
0wl, finally found on our last morning.

On our way back home, there
was the added attraction of seeing
the world’s largest known Red-headed Weaver colony at the Boelamien
homestead - a spectacle in summer,
but still impressive in winter. We
ended our weekend on a respectable
121 species at Boelamien. Excellent if
you consider it was mid-winter and
we managed a clean sweep of the
western Limpopo River specials: Pel’s
Fishing Owl, Meyer’s Parrot, Tropical
Boubou, White-crowned Lapwing,
and Meves’s Starling. What a place,
what a weekend!
Author e-mail: danielengelbrecht101@gmail.com.
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Wat is op die spyskaart by die

D

ie klub uitstappie na
die Mockford Aasvoël
Restaurant op 11 Julie
2020 was bygewoon deur Mark en Julia Friskin, Conrad en Gershwin Van
Tonder, Jody De Bruyn en Richter
Van Tonder. Ons het die getal beperk
weens die huidige Covid-19 Corona
virus regulasies en ons eie veiligheid.
Dit was vir ons lekker om weer ‘n
klub uitstappie saam te kon doen en
die ervaring met ander te kon deel.
Die laaste een was in Maart die jaar
gewees!
Ons het vroeg begin met die
doel om die pentad sommer ook te
atlas. Spesies soos Langkuif
arend
(Long-crested Eagle), Swartvlieëvanger (Southern Black Flycatcher) en
Geelbekneushoringvoël (Southern
Yellow-billed Hornbill) het ons vinnig aan die gang gekry. Dit was nie te

koud nie en die groot aantal spesies
vir die eerste uur het dit ook beaam.
Die habitatte op die plaas s luit
onder ander in bosveld, koppies,
groot gedeeltes grasveld en landerye. Dit sorg onder andere vir spesies
soos Gewone Koester (African Pipit),
Gewone Kwartelvinkie (Quailfinch)
en Witvlerkflap (White-winged Widowbird). Elke jaar dié tyd het ons
die uitstappie en elke jaar kry ons
ook spesies wat normaalweg moeilik is om op te teken in die Polo
kwane 100K, naamlik Pêrelborsswael
(Pearl-breasted Swallow), Teeleend
(Cape Teal) en Sekretarisvoël (Secretarybird). Daar was wel slegs een
Teeleend (Cape Teal) op die plaasdam, en as dit nie vir ‘n Kransvalk
Onder Withalskraaie het Corvid-19 regulasies oortree en die restaurant besoek.

Mockford Aasvoël Restaurant?
Lappet-faced Vulture © Jody De Bruyn

Richter Van Tonder
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(Rock Kestrel) (iets onverwags en
ook besonders in die area) was wat
‘n Edelvalk (Lanner Falcon) aangeval
het nie, sou ons die enkele Sekreta
risvoël (Secretarybird) in ‘n landery
gemis het.
Maar die hoofdoel was natuur
lik om die aasvoëls van naby af te sien.
‘n Sterk wind het opgesteek wat ver
oorsaak het dat die aasvoëls die meeste
van die tyd op die pale en bome rond
om die restaurant bly sit het. Wat besonders was is dat as hulle begin vlieg
het, het hulle lank in die lug stil teen
die wind gehang, met sommiges redelik naby. Daar was honderde. Ons kon
‘n goeie verskeidenheid eien, onder
andere Kransaasvoël (Cape Vulture),
Witrugaasvoël (White-backed Vulture), Swartaasvoël (Lappet-faced
Vulture), Monnikaasvoël (Hooded
Vulture) wat besonders was, Maraboe
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Bo Die skuiling by die aasvoël restaurant is
goed geleë vir fotografie.
Oorkant Skoonheid en die ondier - jy besluit.

Rooirugjakkals (Black-backed Jackal)

(Marabou Stork) en twee Withals
kraaie (White-necked Raven). Die ou
staatmaker en altyd ‘n hoogtepunt,
die Witaasvoël (Palm-nut Vulture)
was ongelukkig nêrens te siene nie!
Drie Rooijakkalse het ons vermaak
en was ook die braafste om stukkies
vark te kom gryp. Met die dat daar ‘n
sterk wind al vanaf 9:00 begin waai
het, dink ek ons het redelik goed gedoen om by 95 spesies vir ‘n oggend
in die middel van die winter uit te
kom. Dankie aan Peter Mockford wat
vriendelik toegelaat het dat ons in dié
tyd daar kon draai.
Outeur e-pos: richter.mcase@gmail.com

Maraboe (Marabou Stork)
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Birds in Art
Egyptian Goose
Text and Artwork Willem

I

n this issue I share with you a
portrait of a bird that is wellknown here and indeed all
over the world, the Egyptian Goose
Alopochen aegyptiaca. Its Afrikaans
name, ‘Kolgans’ or ‘Spot-goose’, refers
not to the dark eye-patch but to a dark
spot on the lower breast, which is often actually not easy to see. The scientific name means ‘Egyptian fox-goose’
and refers to the foxy, reddish-brown
colour of much of this goose’s plumage. This is not a true goose but actually a large shelduck, closely related to
the European, Asian and Australian
shelducks of the genus Tadorna. It is
the only living member of its genus,
but other prehistoric and recently-ex-
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Van der Merwe

tinct species of Alopochen are known.
It occurs over most of Africa, being
absent only from the deserts and the
densest rainforests, and because of being impressive and very easy to keep
in captivity, it is now present in waterfowl collections throughout the world.
Some of them escaped and now roam
wild in parts of Europe and the USA.
Egyptian geese can easily be
recognized by their warm brown colouration and the dark reddish-brown
eye-patch. Their strong legs and feet
are pinkish, and their flight feathers
are black, white and metallic green,
each colour forming a striking panel that is visible when they fly. Their
flight, while strong, appears more

Egyptian Goose
© Willem Van der Merwe

heavy and laborious than that of the
smaller ducks. They reach 73 cm in
overall length, and males (ganders)
can weigh over 2.5 kg.
Admired by the ancients
This goose gets its name because
of the reverence with which it was regarded by the ancient Egyptians. They
started the practice of keeping it in
captivity, and depicted it realistically

on the walls of their tombs. Sadly, the
intensive cultivation and high human
population around the Nile River valley has resulted in the species now being extinct as a wild bird from most
of Egypt; it persists in the wilder and
more swampy parts of the upper Nile
of southern Egypt, though.
In South Africa, this is one of the
most frequently seen species of waterfowl. Pretty much every lake, pond
The Lark 31
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or river will have at least one or two
of them, and sometimes they occur in
large flocks, especially outside of the
breeding season. At such times, they
sometimes wander far away from
their main haunts. They are seen as
much on land as in the water, and
sometimes perch in trees. They are
vegetarians, eating the lush growth
of grasses, sedges and other plants on
the riverbanks and lake shores. Today
they also feed on farmland on wheat,
lucerne and other crops. They eat a
small amount of animal food, usually
insects or worms. They’re not considered a serious pest and they’ve actually extended their range in South Africa by taking advantage of irrigation
and agriculture.
When breeding, they pair up
and defend territories. They can breed
any time of the year, so long as there’s
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Above Egyptian Goose parents are pugnacious in the defence of their brood © Derek
Engelbrecht.

on. If the nest is in a high tree - or as
happened once, in a high tower in a
busy town - the ducklings fearlessly
jump to the ground. Because of their
small size and fluffy bodies, they suffer no damage even if they land on
hard ground or a pavement. They will
follow their mother from there to the
nearest water. They are very prettily
marked, dark brown above and whitish below. Because they’re not strong
enough to eat grass and hard seeds
yet, they start out eating small aquatic
animals, algae and pond weed. Both
parents teach them to find food and
take care of themselves. They fledge at
the age of about seventy days.
This goose is rather interesting
in its historical fluctuations. Long
ago it bred not just in Africa, but also

in parts of the Middle East and in
eastern Europe. Human population
growth then drove it out of much of
this region. But as I mentioned, because of its popularity in aviculture,
it colonized much of western Europe,
and is now fairly common as a breeding bird in Britain. It is also present in
parts of the southern USA. In Africa, it has adapted to humans and, as
I’ve mentioned, extended its range in
some places. It is currently abundant
and by no means threatened. It is
hunted only on a very small scale as
apparently its meat isn’t very tasty.
Author e-mail: willemsvandermerwe@gmail.com

Below An Egyptian Gosling © Daniel Engelbrecht.

water and vegetation. The male utters
a hoarse hissing sound, while the female honks, brays and cackles. They
display by facing each other, stretching out their wings and calling. After mating, the male stretches one
wing upward. They build their nests
in reedbeds, on cliff ledges, in large
tree cavities, or use large, abandoned
nests of Hamerkops, raptors, crows,
storks and herons. The female typically lays five to eleven eggs. She incubates alone. Even before the ducklings
hatch, they start cheeping and the
mother ‘speaks’ back to them. This
way they’re already bonded with her
when they hatch. They imprint on
her, and stay close to her from then
The Lark 31
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Reflections
Reflections
Birding in SANParks Limpopo parks

On top of the Waterberg
Marakele National Park
Chris Patton

"I

'm on the top of the world
lookin' down on creation,
and the only explanation
I can find…” So sang the Carpenters
in their 1973 hit. But to enjoy such
a top of the world experience, Limpopo residents need only travel to
Marakele National Park and make
the journey up the tar road to Lenong Lookout Point by the cluster of
communication towers on top of the
Kransberg massif in the Waterberg
Mountain Range.
That there is a sedan accessible
single track tar road up a mountain
pass to this high altitude location at
Lenong is thanks to the historic need
to service the various towers that are
both for military and Sentech (television/radio) communications, and
I think Eskom and Telkom might
have a presence there too. The route,
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and the road up the mountainside is
one Thomas Bain would have been
proud of designing and for parts of
the route the various engineering
feats that navigate the treacherous
incline and prevent rock-fall and
landslide can be seen and admired.
The drive is pretty hairy at times
because it is a single lane track and
there are many blind bends, but
given the sheer drop on the side of
the road, users will be travelling at
a cautious speed… There are several pull over places to enable vehicles
to pass each other, but also to facilitate breath-taking views of the valleys below. And it is these views that
enable visitors to understand why
these seemingly barren mountains
are actually called the Waterberg, as
the vleis and seepages on the valley
floor are clearly visible.

Kransberg National Park was
the original name for Marakele National Park, originally named after the highest peak in this part of
the Waterberg Range, and Lenong
(which is Setswana for vulture)
Lookout Point is one of my favourite places, and there are a number
of reasons for this:
•
The vista is constantly spectacular.
•
There are a number of high
altitude specials you should see
that are almost incongruous with
the Limpopo bushveld location.
•
You can alight from your
vehicle and move around safely in the vicinity of the towers

Above At 2088 m a.s.l., Lenong peak is
the highest point in this part of the Waterberg.

within a Big 5 national park - the
paved road provides an accessible and safe platform to move
around - the rationale is that the
dangerous wildlife doesn’t venture up to these heights…
•
What is it about high altitude birds that make them
so tame and confiding? I don’t
know if it is something that has
been studied in depth, but the
world over birds on the top of
mountains seem to have an abThe Lark 31
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normal inquisitiveness and will
miraculously appear at close
quarters and give quality views
and pose for photos.
•
Lenong is nearby one of
the largest Cape Vulture colonies and these awesome critically endangered birds will be seen
soaring, like giant juggernauts
over your head. Their stealth
as they glide silently and effortlessly is awesome to witness at
such close quarters.
•
In the immediate area
around Lenong it is not just the
birds that are of great interest… - the Mountain Cypress Widdringtonia nodiflora;
Silver Sugarbush
Protea roupell i a e ;

a type of butterfly known
only from the upper
slopes of the section
of the Waterberg
around the Kransberg peak.
But this is an
article about
the birds…
T h e
Cape Vultures are
not the
only

Cape Vulture © Derek Engelbrecht

Sengis/
Rock Elephant
Shrews and the Kransberg Widows Dingana jerinae are all
some of the fantastic non-avian attractions visitors will see
at Lenong. The sengis (in relation to their size supposedly the
fastest mammals on earth) display the same curiosity as many
of the high altitude birds (and
I suspect have been fed by picnickers and become a little habituated), while the widows are
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birds of prey that visitors to Lenong can expect to see. As soon
as the road reaches the mountain
top plateau, the skies can also be
watched for spiralling Verreaux’s
Eagle and Jackal Buzzard, while
Rock Kestrel will be seen at closer
quarters, often in their characteristic hover.
The road snakes its way towards the communication towers,
and eventually splits, but it is the
right hand option that goes past the
towers that leads to the lookout.
When you get to the spot where
you park your vehicle it may seem

barren at first,
but
usually
within
less
than a minute
the
curious
brigade will
appear…
C a p e
Rock Thrush,
Mocking Cliff
Chat
and
Cape Bunting
will vie for
position as to
who will be
first to show, and all are very vocal. The former will take fascination with your car mirrors, while
the latter two seem to delight in
hopping underneath cars.
Then will come a real treat in
the form of Buff-streaked Chats.
I haven’t been to Marakele for al-

Above The Kransberg Widow is
known only from this part of the
Waterberg
Top Inquisitive, or just hungry for
titbits, this Eastern Rock Sengi was
very confiding.
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Above Male Buff-streaked Chat.
Left One of the ringed Buff-streaked Chats
photographed at the Lenong viewpoint in
2015.
Opposite top The nasal squeaks of the Cape
Bunting will signal one of the first sounds
visitors to Lenong will be greeted with.

most five years, but when I was
last there a couple of the chats had
rings on their legs which I was told
was part of a university research
project (I think it was out of the
University of the Witwatersrand).
It would be interesting to know
more about what was being investigated…
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Opposite middle left Female Cape Rock
Thrush showing a vanity and affection for
car mirrors.
Opposite middle right Male Mocking Cliff
Chat.
Opposite bottom Female Mocking Cliff
Chat.
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Another species that shows
a great deal of inquisitiveness but is
not as prone to appearing out in the
open, preferring to remain in the
cover of shrubbery is the Bar-throated Apalis. However, their strident
pulsing call will undoubtedly be
heard alongside the more melodious
repertoire of the cliff chats and rock
thrushes, and the nasal squeaks of
the Cape Bunting.
The proteas mentioned in the
introductory paragraphs have an avian importance for the species found
up on the top of the Waterberg. They

are a food source for both Malachite and Greater Double-collared
Sunbird, and delightfully for the
southern African endemic Gurney’s
Sugarbird. The sugarbirds and the
Malachites are perhaps best located
in the vegetation within the fenced
off area that encloses the enormous
communication towers - often
perched in some of the Mountain
Cypress.
A check on the distribution
maps reflected by the SABAP2 website will show how isolated the occurrence of most of the Park’s high altitude species are, in particular those
of the sugarbirds, and so too the
Buff-streaked Chats. The distribution of these two species in the eastern and northern parts of Limpopo
Province, and in the northern Free
State, KwaZulu-Natal and the Lesotho region are much better known,
making their presence in western
Limpopo a real local attraction.

Other specials to search for are
not as demonstrative and obvious
as the curious brigade… One such
species is Striped Pipit, which can be
frustrating to see out in the open, and
have a habit of flying away from you
and then scurrying along the paved
road and into the cover of the upland
grasslands. Another is the petite and
vividly colourful Swee Waxbill which
likes long grass tangles with plenty of
seeds for them to feed on.
Other high altitude species visitors to Lenong should anticipate seeing are Wailing and Lazy Cisticola,
and Alpine and African Black Swift,
with the cisticolas being mostly terrestrial, while the swifts are exclusively aerial.
Two species that haven’t been
recorded in the Park during SABAP2
(i.e. the last dozen years or so), but
have historically been recorded from
Lenong are the Cape Eagle-Owl

and the Sentinel Rock Thrush. The
eagle-owls I am confident are there
permanently, but their preference
for remote cliffs and outcrops means
they are probably inaccessible to
most birders and atlasers to Marakele, who are required to be back
in a rest camp, or outside the park
gates at the time these owls will be
active around Lenong. Sentinel Rock
Thrush is a more curious situation…
the nearest established populations
are in the hills just south of Johannesburg, and east of Pretoria, but
why they have not been recorded in
recent years in the Magaliesberg of
North West Province or elsewhere in
the Waterberg suggests they are on
the extremities of their range.
Author e-mail: chris.patton@sanparks.org

Below A male Swee Waxbill - a delightful attraction from the top of the Waterberg.

Above Malachite Sunbird - another
of the high altitude species at Ma
rakele - seemingly incongruous with
the bushveld location © Derek Engelbrecht
Right Gurney's Sugarbird © Derek
Engelbrecht.
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Birdlife Polokwane merchandise
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Contact Julia Friskin
Mobile: 0839968841
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Common Myna problem in
the Kruger National Park

T

he Common Myna is listed as one of the world's 100
worst invasive species, and is therefore no surprise
that it eventually would have reached the Kruger National Park. The last few years have seen an increasing number
of reports of Common Myna in the Kruger National Park, mainly
from some of the picnic sites and rest camps, but Marianne McKenzie's record of mynas at the Dokweni waterhole (The
Lark 24: 37-38) shows this problem may not be
confined to camps and picnic
sites.
Common
Mynas
compete
aggressively with other
birds, particularly cavity nesters such as
woodpeckers, barbets
and
starlings,
and tend
to replace these
indigenous species when
m y n a
populations become
well-established.
The
management
of
the Kruger National
P a r k
is aware of this problem and
request
that all
Common Myna records in the Kruger National Park should be
submitted to the KNP Alien Biota section with the following details: date, locality, GPS point, and number of birds.
Alien Biota Section
Private Bag X402
Skukuza
1350
Tel: (013) 735 4114
Fax: (013) 735 4051
E-mail: ezekiel.khoza@sanparks.org
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Bird Briefs
The growth of White-rumped Swift nestlings
Hugh Chittenden

E-mail: hugh@rarebirds.co.za

W

hite-rumped Swifts
are truly remarkable birds (like
all swift species). The growth of
White-rumped Swift chicks is extremely slow. It has to be, the fledglings must be exceptionally strong
when they take their first flight.
If I told you that their nestling period is approximately the same as
that of a Yellow-billed Kite, you'd
probably be quite sceptical. But, to
be more precise, a White-rumped
Swift nestling period is on average,
slightly longer than that of kites!!
Kite nestlings can move to side
branches from day 40, and fly at
42–45 days. White-rumped Swifts
fledge from 42–53 days, averaging
46 days in South Africa.
It's not often that one gets the
chance to take a look at the growth
of nestlings inside fixed mud nests.
In this case, that of a Lesser Striped
Swallow. White-rumped Swifts do
not normally construct their own
nests, they usually evict and take
over nests of other species such
as swallows and Little Swifts. The
nest cup is then lined with feathers

and the relatively slow incubation
period lasts about 23 days.
The young chicks are of course
altricial, born blind and naked.
Their toe arrangement is particularly interesting. They have pamprodactyl feet (four toes forward).
Although all four toes are forward
facing, they are paired and pull inwards. This enables them to grip
vertical surfaces better. They never
land on flat ground, cannot perch,
and take to flight with extreme difficulty if they are ever grounded!
Their wings are too long and their
legs too short to take off easily
from flat surfaces.
The first nestling to fledge
was 43 days old (10th March 2020),
and the second, 51 days. Neither
returned to roost in the nest.
So why is this nestling period so
exceptionally long? White-rumped
Swift fledglings must be strong
enough to endure non-stop flying on
their first day in the skies, and follow
adults and learn how to catch food.
Their narrow, scythe-like wings don't
allow them to stall, and be fed by the
adults in mid-air, and because they
The Lark 31
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Eggs

2 days old

4 days old

6 days old
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Pamprodactyl foot

Pamprodactyl foot

8 days old

18 days old

11 days old

13 days old

21 days old

24 days old
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A yowling Fork-tailed Drongo
Derek Engelbrecht

E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

29 days old
cannot perch (e.g. on branches) to
be fed, they have to learn to catch
their own aerial prey.
Because the White-rumped
Swift fledglings don't return to the
nest to roost as the adults do, and because there is no data describing the
roosting habits of recently fledged
birds, the presumption is that they
sleep on the wing, just as the adults
probably do in the non-breeding
season when on migration and over
their wintering grounds (central African tropics). This means that when
they exit the nest, this is the start of
a two year continuous flight that will
probably only enable them to touch
ground again at first breeding.

35 days old
Swifts are long-lived birds with
a low mortality rate and it has been
suggested that they only start breeding at year two. Common Swifts that
breed in the northern hemisphere
and migrate to Africa, remain in
flight for 9–10 months, sleeping on
the wing. Each evening, they ascend
to 1 000–2 000 m a.s.l. where they are
able to sleep by shutting part of the
brain down. They then drop down
to lower levels to feed in the early
morning.
Magnificent birds, that we still
have so much to learn about.

Acknowledgements I thank Greg Davies for
comment.

Above A close-up view of an adult Whiterumped Swift.
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D

rongos are well-known bul, followed by a deep 'whoof' as
kleptoparasites, using the birds at the feeder escaped to
their ability to mimic safety. This is not unusual as several
the calls of other birds to their ad- accipiters regularly visit the feeders
vantage. They do this in one of two in our garden. However, a mixed asways. The usual strategy is to act as semblage of mousebirds, mannikins,
a sentinel and warn other birds of sparrows, weavers and bulbuls then
impending danger, such as a hawk. started alarming, and I went to inEvery so often, it would cry 'hawk' spect. I approached slowly, camera
when there is no 'hawk', causing oth- in hand, but there certainly was no
er birds to scatter for safety, dropping accipter, highly unlikely to have been
their food in their haste to escape a snake, and although feral cats octhe clutches of the 'hawk'. The cun- casionally pass through our garden,
ning Fork-tailed Drongo would then they do so mostly at night when their
swoop down from its perch
and grab the dropped food
morsels. However, just like
the little boy in Aesop's fable, if you cry wolf too often,
nobody will listen anymore.
The trickster has another
trick up its sleeve. It will
call the alarm call of the
species it is targeting, e.g. a
starling, meerkat or babbler.
This usually has the desired
effect - a free meal for the
little kleptoparasite (Flower
2011).
On 17 April 2020, my
morning cuppa on our veranda was disturbed when
I heard the high-pitched
'quick-quick-quick' alarm
call of a Dark-capped Bul- Fork-tailed Drongo
The Lark 31
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terrible yowling call drives our dog
crazy! The only out of the ordinary
sight was a Fork-tailed Drongo.
Although we sometimes hear
one in our neighbourhood, it is a
rare visitor to our garden and I've
never seen it at any of the feeders. I
was watching the drongo for a while
as it was particularly vocal and they
are always a joy to listen to when
they are on a roll. Unfortunately, I
approached too close and it flew
into our neighbour's garden where
it continued its serenade.
I left the scene convinced that
I must have missed a strike by one
of the accipiters. I was barely back
on the veranda when I heard a cat's
drawn-out yowl. Aah, I thought,
it must have been a cat! I quickly
rushed to the feeder - but no cat! I
peered over the neighbour's wall to
see if the cat had jumped over the
wall, but nothing. And then I saw
it - perched low down on a bare
branch was the Fork-tailed Drongo,
performing a perfect rendition of
that terrible sound of a yowling cat.
I listened in awe while it performed
about three yowls, before I realized
I was witnessing something very
special here - in my garden, during
lockdown. I quickly retreated out of
sight, sprinted to my study to grab
the voice recorder, and rushed back.
As I approached the feeder, I noticed
the drongo had actually moved closer to our peanut butter feeder, yowling all the while. I managed to get
a poor recording of its yowl before
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it flew off. Unfortunately, it stopped
calling and a short while later flew
in the direction where we usually
hear it calling from.
Although there is lots of anecdotal evidence about this behaviour,
there are actually very few published
records. In hindsight, I now actually wonder if it was the drongo that
mimicked the Dark-capped Bulbul's alarm call at the start of it all.
Nevertheless, this is as far as I am
aware the first record of a suburban
drongo mimicking a cat, possibly as
a strategy to monopolize the peanut
butter feeder while it is feeding. The
peanut butter feeder is very popular
with Cape White-eyes, Cape and
House sparrows, Dark-capped Bulbuls, and Spectacled Weavers, so a
strategy to 'jump the queue' would
be a good one. The less time spent
waiting your turn at a feeder, the
less time you are likely to be a 'sitting duck' when one of the accipiters comes crashing in for a snack,
and the more time you have to be
a drongo. Mimicking a prolific urban bird predator like a cat is an excellent strategy. What a bird is the
drongo! I would love to spend more
time with this bird and see what
other tricks it has up its sleeve.
References
Flower T. 2011. Fork-tailed drongos use
deceptive mimicked alarm calls to steal
food. Proceedings of the Royal Society B
278: 1548–1555.

Tembele Lockdown Challenge: Data
Joe Grosel

E-mail: edenroutes@telkomsa.net

T

he table below summarizes birds seen
during the national
lockdown from 27 March to 30
April 2020 and accompanies the
following article: Grosel J. 2020.
Locked down @ Tembele. The Lark
30: 4–12. The article can be downloaded at www.birdlifepolokwane.
co.za/includes/downloads/newsletters/2020_0708_the_lark_issue_30_july_august_2020a.pdf
Chinspot Batis

Birdlasser 2020 SA Lockdown Challenge

Tembele Country Estate - Polokwane
Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April 2020

Colour codes and symbols
Resident species

Species recorded on every day of the challenge
Intra-african and altitudinal migrant
Palaearctic migrant
Introduced species
Species recorded but not counted for the challenge
* - recorded within a fenced reserve
The Lark 31
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1

Common Ostrich*

Struthio camelus

2

White-breasted Cormorant

Phalacrocorax lucidus

3

Grey Heron

Ardea cinerea

4

Black-headed Heron

Ardea melanocephala

5

Western Cattle Egret

Bubulcus ibis

6

Little Egret

Egretta garzetta

7

Hamerkop

Scopus umbretta

8

Marabou Stork

Leptoptilos crumeniferus

9

African Sacred Ibis

Threskiornis aethiopicus

10

Hadada Ibis

Bostrychia hagedash

11

White-faced Whistling Duck

Dendrocygna viduata

X

12

Egyptian Goose

Alopochen aegyptiaca

X

13

Cape Vulture

Gyps coprotheres

X

14

White-backed Vulture

Gyps africanus

X

15

European Honey Buzzard

Pernis apivorus

16

Yellow-billed Kite

Milvus aegyptius

X

17

Black-winged Kite

Elanus caeruleus

X

18

Martial Eagle

Polemaetus bellicosus

X

19

Verreaux’s Eagle

Aquila verraeuxii

X

20

Wahlberg’s Eagle

Hieraaetus wahlbergi

21

Booted Eagle

Hieraaetus pennatus

X

22

Black-chested Snake Eagle

Circaetus pectoralis

X

23

African Harrier-Hawk

Polyboroides typus

24

Little Sparrowhawk

Accipiter minullus
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Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²

Birdlasser
2020 SA Lockdown challenge
Tembele Country Estate - Polokwane

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
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25

Black Sparrowhawk

Accipiter melanoleucus

26

Gabar Goshawk

Melierax gabar

27

Lanner Falcon

Falco biarmicus

28

Amur Falcon

Falco amurensis

29

Crested Francolin

Dendroperdix sephaena

30

Natal Francolin

Pternistes natalensis

X

31

Swainson’s Spurfowl

Pternistes swainsonii

X

32

Helmeted Guineafowl

Numida meleagris

X

33

Three-banded Plover

Charadrius tricollaris

34

Crowned Lapwing

Vanellus coronatus

35

Blacksmith Lapwing

Vanellus armatus

36

Spotted Thick-knee

Burhinus capensis

37

Rock Dove

Columba livia

38

Speckled Pigeon

Columba guinea

39

Red-eyed Dove

Streptopelia semitorquata

40

Cape Turtle-Dove

Streptopelia capicola

41

Laughing Dove

Spilopelia senegalensis

42

Namaqua Dove

Oena capensis

43

Grey Go-away-bird

Corythaixoides concolor

X

44

Levaillant’s Cuckoo

Clamator levaillantii

X

45

Jacobin Cuckoo

Clamator jacobinus

46

Klaas’s Cuckoo

Chrysococcyx klaas

X

47

Diederik Cuckoo

Chrysococcyx caprius

X

48

Burchell’s Coucal

Centropus burchelli
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Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²
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X
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49

Western Barn Owl

Tyto alba

50

Spotted Eagle-Owl

Bubo africanus

51

Fiery-necked Nightjar

Caprimulgus pectoralis

52

Common Swift

Apus apus

53

White-rumped Swift

Apus caffer

X

54

Little Swift

Apus affinis

X

55

Alpine Swift

Tachymarptis melba

56

African Palm Swift

Cypsiurus parvus

57

Speckled Mousebird

Colius striatus

X

58

Red-faced Mousebird

Urocolius indicus

X

59

Pied Kingfisher

Ceryle rudis

60

Woodland Kingfisher

Halcyon senegalensis

X

61

Brown-hooded Kingfisher

Halcyon albiventris

X

62

European Bee-eater

Merops apiaster

63

Little Bee-eater

Merops pusillus

X

64

White-fronted Bee-eater

Merops bullockoides

X

65

African Hoopoe

Upupa africana

X

66

Green Wood Hoopoe

Phoeniculus purpureus

X

67

Common Scimitarbill

Rhinopomastus cyanomelas

68

Southern Yellow-billed Hornbill

Tockus leucomelas

69

Black-collared Barbet

Lybius torquatus

X

70

Acacia Pied Barbet

Tricholaema leucomelas

X

71

Yellow-fronted Tinkerbird

Pogoniulus chrysoconus

X

72

Crested Barbet

Trachyphonus vaillantii

X
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Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²

Birdlasser
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X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
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73

Lesser Honeyguide

Indicator minor

X

74

Golden-tailed Woodpecker

Campethera abingoni

X

75

Cardinal Woodpecker

Dendropicos fuscescens

X

76

Bearded Woodpecker

Dendropicos namaquus

X

77

Barn Swallow

Hirundo rustica

78

Red-breasted Swallow

Cecropus semirufa

79

Greater Striped Swallow

Cecropus cucullata

80

Lesser Striped Swallow

Cecropus abyssinica

81

Rock Martin

Ptyonoprogne fuligula

82

Common House Martin

Delichon urbicum

83

Fork-tailed Drongo

Dicrurus adsimilis

X

84

Black-headed Oriole

Oriolus larvatus

X

85

Pied Crow

Corvus albus

86

Arrow-marked Babbler

Turdoides jardineii

X

87

Dark-capped Bulbul

Pycnonotus tricolor

X

88

Kurrichane Thrush

Turdus libonyanus

X

89

Karoo Thrush

Turdus smithi

X

90

Groundscraper Thrush

Turdus litsitsirupa

X

91

Familiar Chat

Oenanthe familiaris

92

Cape Robin-Chat

Cossypha caffra

X

93

White-throated Robin-Chat

Cossypha humeralis

X

94

White-browed Scrub Robin

Cercotrichas leucophrys

95

Willow Warbler

Phylloscopus trochilus

96

Chestnut-vented Warbler

Curruca subcoerulea
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Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²
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X
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X

X

X
X
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97

Long-billed Crombec

Sylvietta rufescens

98

Burnt-necked Eremomela

Eremomela usticollis

X

99

Zitting Cisticola

Cisticola juncidis

X

100 Desert Cisticola

Cisticola aridulus

X

101 Rattling Cisticola

Cisticola chiniana

X

102 Neddicky

Cisticola fulvicapilla

103 Tawny-flanked Prinia

Prinia subflava

104 Black-chested Prinia

Prinia flavicans

105 Spotted Flycatcher

Muscicapa striata

106 Fiscal Flycatcher

Melaenornis silens

107 Chinspot Batis

Batis molitor

X

108 African Paradise Flycatcher

Terpsiphone viridis

X

109 Cape Wagtail

Motacilla capensis

X

110 Lesser Grey Shrike

Lanius minor

111 Southern Fiscal

Lanius collaris

112 Red-backed Shrike

Lanius collurio

X

113 Magpie Shrike

Urolestes melanoleuca

X

114 Southern Boubou

Laniarius ferrugineus

115 Crimson-breasted Shrike

Laniarius atrococcineus

116 Black-backed Puffback

Dryoscopus cubla

X

117 Brubru

Nilaus afer

X

118 Brown-crowned Tchagra

Tchagra australis

119 Black-crowned Tchagra

Tchagra senegalus

120 Orange-breasted Bushshrike

Chlorophoneus sulfureopectus
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Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²
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121 Grey-headed Bushshrike

Malaconotus blanchoti

X

122 Common Myna

Acridotheres tristis

X

123 Violet-backed Starling

Cinnyricinclus leucogaster

124 Cape Starling

Lamprotornis nitens

125 Red-winged Starling

Onychognathus morio

126 Red-billed Oxpecker

Buphagus erythrorhynchus

127 Marico Sunbird

Cinnyris mariquensis

X

128 White-bellied Sunbird

Cinnyris talatala

X

129 Amethyst Sunbird

Chalcomitra amethystina

X

130 Cape White-eye

Zosterops capensis

X

131 White-browed Sparrow-Weaver

Plocepasser mahali

X

132 House Sparrow

Passer domesticus

X

133 Cape Sparrow

Passer melanurus

X

134 Southern Grey-headed Sparrow

Passer diffusus

X

135 Scaly-feathered Weaver

Sporopipes squamifrons

136 Spectacled Weaver

Ploceus ocularis

X

137 Village Weaver

Ploceus cucullatus

X

138 Cape Weaver

Ploceus capensis

139 Southern Masked Weaver

Ploceus velatus

140 Lesser Masked Weaver

Ploceus intermedius

141 Red-billed Quelea

Quelea quelea

X

142 Southern Red Bishop

Euplectes orix

X

143 Yellow-crowned Bishop

Euplectes afer

X

144 White-winged Widowbird

Euplectes albonotatus

X
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Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²
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145 Green-winged Pytilia

Pytilia melba

X

146 Red-billed Firefinch

Lagonosticta senegala

X

147 Blue Waxbill

Uraeginthus angolensis

X

148 Violet-eared Waxbill

Granatina granatina

149 Common Waxbill

Estrilda astrild

150 Black-faced Waxbill

Estrilda erythronotos

151 Quailfinch

Ortygospiza atricollis

152 Red-headed Finch

Amadina erythrocephala

X

153 Bronze Mannikin

Lonchura cucullata

X

154 Pin-tailed Whydah

Vidua macroura

155 Shaft-tailed Whydah

Vidua regia

156 Long-tailed Paradise Whydah

Vidua paradisaea

X

157 Village Indigobird

Vidua chalybeata

X

158 Yellow Canary

Crithagra flaviventris

159 Yellow-fronted Canary

Crithagra mozambica

X

160 Black-throated Canary

Crithagra atrogularis

X

161 Streaky-headed Seed-eater

Crithagra gularis

X

162 Cinnamon-breasted Bunting

Emberiza tahapisi

Recorded just outside the
lockdown challenge period

Recorded from outside the
garden (did not count)

Heard only from the garden

Seen soaring in the
distance

Seen from the garden in
the distance

Seen or heard flying over
the garden

Recorded just outside
the garden (within 50 m
of the fence)

Birds recorded in and from the main residence garden
27 March to 30 April

Recorded within the fenced
garden 5 600 m²
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X
X
X

X
X

X
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29

18

16

11

7

6

7
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African Skimmers overwinter in the Limpopo Province
Derek Engelbrecht and Johan Botma
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

A

frican Skimmers are
regarded as intra-African migrants, arriving
in southern African in May to August and leaving between February
and April. Their arrival in the subregion coincides with low water levels which results in extensive areas
of sandbanks and islands in major
rivers, inland lakes and impoundments which they use for roosting
and breeding purposes. African
Skimmers usually depart during the
wet season when rising water levels
cause these sandbanks and islands
to be flooded. However, inter-annual variability in rainfall and droughts
results in complex movement patterns which are poorly understood.
To add to this complexity, the species exhibits both latitudinal as well
as linear migration along some of the
major rivers of Africa. Furthermore,
some birds occasionally overwinter in southern Africa, especially in
years of drought, when insufficient
rain results in extended or continuous exposure of the sandbanks due
to the absence of flooding.
The species has always been a
rare bird in South Africa. A small
breeding colony of African Skimmers in KwaZulu-Natal became extinct in the 1940's. Although there
had been sporadic sightings of Afri-
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can Skimmers in South Africa over
the years, there was a breeding hiatus lasting 73 years until, in 2016, the
first African Skimmer egg to touch
South African soil was laid at Alba
sini Dam in the Limpopo Province
(Engelbrecht and Mulaudzi, 2017).
Since then there had been a spate
of breeding records at various sites,
mostly in the Limpopo Province. At
one of these sites east of Tzaneen,
between one and three pairs have
bred annually since 2018.
The African Skimmers near
Tzaneen usually arrive in June or July
and depart in late January or early
February. However, in 2020, three
birds comprising a pair of adults and
an immature bird, remained at the
locality and were recorded at regular
intervals in all months from January
until early July, when the adult pair
initiated breeding, making this the
first record of 'overwintering' African Skimmers in South Africa. The
'resident' pair and the immature bird
were joined by another three pairs in
late July and early August 2020.
The 'overwintering' pair started laying between the 3d and 5th July
2020, nearly three weeks earlier than
the first attempt at this site in 2019!
What's more, the winter of 2020
was an exceptionally cold one with
frost, something almost unheard of

in Tzaneen, recorded on two days
in July. The weather station at the
site recorded ambient air temperatures below 50C on 11 nights in July,
with all time lows of 0.90C and 1.50C
registered on the 16th and 17th July
respectively! This must have been
quite a novel experience for a tropical species such as African Skimmer
which frequently breeds in temperatures exceeding 400C. The excessively cold conditions had no ill effect
on the developing embryos and all
four chicks in the clutch hatched.
However, the youngest chick died
two days after hatching. This chick's
corpse was found in the nest and we
suspect the cause of death may have
been exposure. African Skimmer
chicks start dispersing from the nest
between one and three days after
hatching which makes brooding of a
clutch of four dispersed chicks a bit

Above The pair of African Skimmer that overwintered near Tzaneen. The inset shows two nestlings
on 28 July 2020, three weeks earlier than any of the
previous years' attempts.

of a challenge. It is possible that the
youngest chick was treated as an 'insurance' chick with the parents apportioning more of their brooding
effort towards the older chicks.
To conclude, this is the first record of overwintering African Skimmers in South Africa. Despite the
extremely harsh winter conditions,
one of the 'resident' pairs of African Skimmers managed to breed in
mid-winter during one of the coldest winters in recent years.
References
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Black Coucal breeding - 2020
Hugh Chittenden

E-mail: hugh@rarebirds.co.za

T

he 2019/20 Black
Coucal breeding season has finally come
to an end on the 12th March, with
the successful fledging of the juvenile in Nest #3. The unprecedented record of three successive
broods in a single season bears
testament to the ideal 20 hectare
grassland habitat in which they
breed, rich with invertebrates
such as grasshoppers, katydids
and mantids.
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Six chicks fledged from the
three nests, with two clutches
of 3 eggs, and one with 2 eggs
(total = 8 eggs). Only one male
was present in the territory and,
being a polyandrous species, he
alone built the three nests, incubated the three clutches, and
successfully fed and reared all
chicks. It appears that these two
birds were the southernmost
breeding pair on the continent
this past summer!
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Although we only ringed
one Black Coucal chick at Mtunzini this past summer, we are
now seeing the results. The 'runt'
chick at this season's Nest #2 was
ringed on the 13th February. It
was seen again for the first time
30 days later on the 14th March.
The plastic white ring had obvi-

ously dropped off, but the metal
ring shows well in both attached
photos. The 30 day old juvenile
was photographed about 300 m
from the nest.
Black Coucals are one of the
most unique breeding species on
the African continent. Further
details on its incredible breeding biology can be found in
Chittenden (2020).
References
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Some of the prey items brought to Nest #3 during
the course of the nestling period.

Left The chick from Nest #2 ringed on 13 February 2020, and Below photographed again a
month later on 14 March 2020.
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On the rustling display of a Lesser Honeyguide
Derek Engelbrecht

E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

T

he beauty of nature is that it
never ceases to amaze you.
I must admit that I am a
big fan of the honeyguides, and I love
watching them if provided an opportunity to do so. Their secret and unobtrusive nature, guiding habits of some species, faithfulness to a favoured calling
tree over many years, unusual wax-eating habits and their important role as
sweepers in the bees vs birds war for
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nesting cavities, makes for an altogether fascinating package. I’ll be honest to
admit that I never knew they perform
a ‘drumming’ display similar to that
of snipes. That was until the 29th June
2020, when I saw what is termed the
rustling display of a Lesser Honeyguide

Below A Lesser Honeyguide at the entrance
to an active beehive © Daniel Engelbrecht.

on the banks of the Limpopo River,
near Platjan in the Limpopo Province,
South Africa.
I was standing in a clearing at the
edge of our campsite when I heard a
deep, laboured ‘flapping’ sound: wooshooo-wooshooo-wooshooo, the emphasis on the ‘woo’ sound and repeated at
about half a second to a second intervals. I probably heard about 20 of these
‘wing-beats’ in total. I say wing-beats
because the sound resembled the flapping flight of a large bird taking off. My
immediate impression was of a vulture
or Marabou Stork taking off from one
of the tall trees in the riparian forest,
but looking up and around, I couldn’t
see anything. Then, out of nowhere, a
Lesser Honeyguide appeared, flying
in an erratic pattern (probably better described as a bird that appeared
possessed and flying as if attempting
to dislodge a demon) in circles and at
break-neck speed below the canopy of
the trees in the campsite before shooting straight past me and flying off in the
distance. As far as bird displays go, this
was a surreal experience!
Although rarely observed, rustling displays have been recorded in
Greater, Lesser, Pallid, Scaly-throated
and Lyre-tailed Honeyguides (Short
and Horne 2002), but it may well be
more widespread in a family with such
unobtrusive habits. Of the aforementioned species, only the Lyre-tailed
Honeyguide of West Africa shows any
obvious adaptations to its tail feathers to produce a rustling sound. In
this species, the central pair of rec-

trices are terminally curved laterally,
and the three outermost ones are very
narrow and short, similar to those of
some species of snipes which produce
drumming sounds with their tails. As
for the others, there’s a mystery waiting to be solved since there is still some
debate as to whether the sound created during the rustling display is caused
by wind passing through the wings or
the tail; and I’m afraid my observations
are not going to provide any clarity on
this matter either. According to Friedman (1955), observations of Greater
Honeyguide rustling displays by Bryan Neuby-Varty, Gordon Ranger, and
himself suggest the sound was created by the wings, but Rodney Wood’s
observations in 1940 led him to believe the tail feathers were involved in
the production of the sound. Ranger
(1955) postulates an intriguing alternative ‘hybrid’ explanation for the peculiar sound that is produced: ‘As on some
occasions an unusual vigorous action of
the wings was noticed during the rustle sweep, it may be that the sound was
caused by the movement of the wings.
It is unlikely that the tail had anything
to do with it, although the possibility
remains that the sound is produced by
the wing-quills striking and brushing the
edge of the outer feathers of the fanned
tail. The "rustle" or "drumming" sound
can best be imitated by jerking a smooth
finely-woven cloth held in the hand very
rapidly up and down.’
As for the Lesser Honeyguide,
Brown (1948) and Gordon Ranger
(cited in Friedman 1955), were of the
The Lark 31
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Above Wing and spread tail of a handheld Lessopinion the sound was created by the
er Honeyguide. Is it the wings, tail or both that
bird’s wings, but Darrel Plowes (cited in
are responsible for the rustling sound produced
Friedman 1955) had the impression the
during the display of a Lesser Honeyguide?
sound was produced by wind vibrating
the tail feathers, but admitted he could
As with the origin of the sound,
not be certain. Clearly, there is a fair
amount of uncertainty as to the origin the context in which the rustling display
is performed is also unknown. Accordof these sonorous sounds.
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ing to Ranger (1955) and Neuby-Varty
(cited in Friedman 1955), the rustling
displays were associated with mating activities in the Greater Honeyguide. However, several other reports found no such
association, but instead found this display performed in proximity to favoured
calling trees, thus serving a territorial
display function. Interestingly, circumstantial evidence led Neuby-Varty (cited
in Friedman 1955) to suspect the sound
was produced by the female, but Wood
(1940) secured a bird shortly after such
a display, and it turned out to be a male.
Friedman (1955) concludes that we don’t
know the purpose of the rustling display
in the Lesser Honeyguide: 'Whether this
rustling flight is a courtship performance
is not clear, and, without further evidence,
we have no real way of interpreting it'
All we know is that the rustling
display is performed by males. At least
here, I believe my observations can add
a piece to the puzzle. Since the rustling
display was performed in mid-winter, several months before the breeding
season of the species in the region (October to February; Vernon and Dean
2005), it is highly unlikely that the display formed part of a courtship ritual,
and may well serve a territorial function.
Although there was an active bee-hive
nearby where Lesser Honeyguides were
seen feeding, I never heard Lesser Honeyguides calling during my 4-day stay at
the site, so I was unable to identify a calling-tree of a male in the vicinity of the
display. It is also worth noting that one of
the five rustling displays of Greater and
Lesser Honeyguides reported by Ranger

(1955) was also performed in June, although in this instance it was a Greater
Honeyguide that performed the display.
To conclude, the rustling display of
honeyguides adds just another element
of mystery to this already mysterious
family. Given the time of year I observed
this display, my observations suggest the
display may serve a territorial/advertising function rather than a courtship or
mating display in the Lesser Honeyguide.
However, there is clearly still a lot we can
learn about these peculiar birds.
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Unusual plumage colour variation - Lesser Grey Shrike
at Nylsvley Nature Reserve
Ingrid Weiersbye

E-mail: ingridw@polka.co.za

I

enjoyed reading the summary of the 20 years of
woodland censuses done
at Nylsvley (Tarboton 2020) in the
previous issue of The Lark, because
I visited the park for the first time
at the end of December 2017 with
friends - and loved it. Amongst
many other things, we encountered
some rather strange looking Lesser
Grey Shrikes, three in all, perched
on the fence along the stretch of
dirt road on the north-east boundary as it crosses over the floodplain,
just beyond the entrance gate to
two viewing hides. Earlier in the
same day I had also photographed
two with more familiar plumage
inside the reserve at a bush clump
in a grassland area bordering
woodland. Recalling this encounter, I went to the Nylsvley website
to run my eyes over the spreadsheet
of data collected over the 20 years.
I focused on the migrant species to
look up the occurrence and prevalence of Lesser Grey Shrike, but
only the Red-backed Shrike was
listed. A quick e-mail to Warwick
Tarboton with the query, and I was
informed that Lesser Grey Shrikes
tended to be vagrants, usually
birds in passage and not resident
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at Nylsvley. The main reason for
their absence at Nylsvley was the
absence of suitable habitat for this
species. Only one had been listed over the 20 years! I realized we
were very fortunate to see five in
one day, and of course, they were
not in the woodland habitat the 20
years' censuses had focused on.
The three Nylsvley fence sitter
birds appeared to be recent arrivals in very faded plumage about to
start moult. The flight feathers were
not frayed or tatty, but were brown
in colour. Dorsally the birds were
a pale sandy-greyish beige. The
bills were unusually powerful and
lacked the pale bases of the lower
mandibles of younger birds. There
was no trace of juvenile scalloping
on the dorsal plumage (this juvenile does not have scalloping or
vermiculations on the underside
which is present in other shrikes)
The underparts were off-white with
areas of brownish wash.
Opposite above The two Nylsvley Lesser Grey
Shrike adults, the bird on the right showing wing
moult.
Opposite below One of the three 'unusual'
Lesser Grey Shrikes at Nylsvley.
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Right An adult in KwaZulu-Natal
with more advanced wing moult

These three birds along the
fence looked sufficiently different
to the usual familiar plumage adults
we had seen a few hours earlier to
make for interesting discussion,
and to motivate me to further investigate what we were looking at.
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Above Wing moult almost complete, body
plumage still worn and sandy (left); An
adult in fresh breeding plumage prior to
leaving (right)
Top Compare this Lesser Grey Shrike in
KwaZulu-Natal to the birds photographed
at Nylsvley.

The Lesser Grey
Shrike arrives in South
Africa with very worn
flight feathers in late October to mid-December.
All ages undergo a complete pre-breeding moult
here in South Africa,
starting in late December and lasting until late
March, before departing
in late March/April in
fresh breeding plumage. I decided to collect
a range of different age
plumages from my dated
photos, hoping to follow
the sequence. My first
excited thought was that
they might be a subspecies from another part
of their breeding range not usually seen migrating to our area. In
his 1981 discussion on this subject,
then Director at the Durban Museum, Phillip Clancey, stated that
the species is generally treated as
monotypic (Clancey 1981), despite
separation back in 1927 of the eastern populations originating from
the region of Uzbekistan (described
as paler and being on average larger than western populations). This
subspecies Lanius minor turanicus,
has been variably either accepted
or declined over the years, and no
follow-up efforts have been made

on its southern African wintering
grounds to establish significant differentiation since Dowsett's (1971)
publication. Meanwhile, Clancey
(1981) clearly believed there are two
races visiting South Africa. However, when full of hopeful anticipation
I read his description, I was disappointed to find it did not match the
appearance of the strange Nylsvley
fence sitters! In his lengthy discussion, he ends by stating that old and
soiled specimens in museum collections have frustrated attempts by
workers to resolve the geographic
variation of the present shrike.
The Lark 31
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My deeper investigation made
me wish I was a taxonomist! Why
the robust dark bills with no paler
base to the lower mandible? Why
the different/slower rate of moult
into fresh plumage compared to
my photo examples of other Lesser
Greys over the same period? Why
don’t other Lesser Greys arrive in
similar faded sandy plumage? Why
the wing moult whilst the back is
still pale sandy-grey, whereas other individuals are undergoing wing
moult when their dorsal plumage is
fresh and dove-grey already? Were
they sub-adults or second year
birds? Had they migrated from a
different breeding area?
Dowsett (1971) writes this
about the moult: '... birds do not
start moulting until the second
half of December. The rate of replacement of primaries is quite fast
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during January and early February, but slows down in the second
half of February. By early April all
birds are in fresh plumage, except
for some late body moult. Both juveniles and adults moult, but there
are insufficient data to see if timing
differs'. My photos suggest it does
differ.
Anyone out there who can
shed light on these unanswered
puzzles ?
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Bronze Mannikin recovery
Derek Engelbrecht

E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

Y

es, even a dead bird
can yield valuable information. On 18 July
2020, I found this Bronze Mannikin carcass on my neighbour's
pavement. It was clearly caught and
partially eaten by something, the
most likely culprit being a Little
Sparrowhawk which was a frequent
visitor to the feeder at the time.
Upon closer inspection of the carcass to verify its identity, I noticed
it was a ringed bird. Having ringed

around 600 Bronze Mannikins in
my garden over the years, I had a
good idea where to start looking
for the ringing data.
The bird was ringed as a juvenile on 20 May 2020 in my garden,
and was recovered 60 days later,
distance between ringing and recovery site was 0 km.
Below The remains of the Bronze Mannikin, the ring being visible on the bird's
right leg..
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Grey-headed Bushshrike eating a Western Yellow-bellied
Sand Snake
Graeme Engelbrecht

E-mail: kangarooge@gmail.com

I

was reading Joe Grosel's interesting article on
the diet of Grey-headed
Bushshrike (Grosel 2020) when I
thought about a sighting I had on
18 December 2016 at Blouberg
Nature Reserve, Limpopo Province. We saw this rare sighting of
a Grey-headed Bushshrike feeding on a snake. At first I thought
it would be an arboreal (living in
trees) snake species, but once we
were able to get some photos, it
soon became clear that this was
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not an arboreal species but a Western Yellow-bellied Sand Snake,
approximately 40 cm long! Snakes
have been recorded in the diet of
Grey-headed Bushshrike (Southern Twig Snake - Ponting and
Ponting 2002; Herald Snake - Oatley 2005), but this seems to be the
Below The Grey-headed Bushshrike
with the remains of the Western Yellow-bellied Sand Snake. Note how the
carcass is draped over and around bits
of twigs to secure it while the bird rips
pieces of meat off it.

first time a sand snake was recorded in its diet.
In typical fashion, the
bushshrike either wedged the
snake in a fork or draped it over
and around twigs, before pulling
on it, skinning it in the process like
you would pull off a sock, and ripping pieces of meat off the carcass.
Acknowledgements – Thank you to
Ruan Stander for confirming the identity
of the snake.
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Pied Crows feeding on Mountain Aloe nectar
Joe Grosel

E-mail: joe@tembele.co.za

T

owards the end of July
2020, while doing some
bird atlasing on the farm
Majebeskraal situated some 10 km’s
east of Polokwane, I noticed two
Pied Crows sitting at a farm reservoir with yellow colouration on their
foreheads and throats. During mid
to late winter most birders around
the Polokwane area would have seen
several bird species including drongos, bulbuls, starlings and mousebirds with the same yellow faces.
These are the telltale signs that the
birds have been visiting flowering
Mountain Aloes Aloe marlothii to
feed on the easily accessible nectar
and in the process, have collected
the sticky orange and yellow pollen
grains on their faces. Two fairly re-
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cent studies by Symes (2010) and
Engelbrecht et al. (2014) have revealed that well over 100 bird species
have been recorded feeding on the
nectar of Mountain Aloe. Most of
these are unlikely nectarivores and
only feed on the nectar of these aloes on an opportunistic basis when
these plants flower.
On a subsequent visit to the
Majebeskraal farm I spent more
time around a large koppie covered
in dense stands of flowering Mountain Aloes in the hope of seeing Pied
Crows feeding on their nectar. As
the nippy winter morning warmed
up, I noticed a small group of crows
flying in and before long they were
rather clumsily hopping from one
inflorescence to the next to sip the

globules of nectar that typically ooze
from the Mountain Aloes' flowers. A
total of 16 crows were seen around
the site that day and, although only
five were seen actively feeding on
the nectar, all the birds showed yellow-stained chins, foreheads and on
the feathers covering the nostrils.
This suggests that this is common
practice amongst the crows of Majebeskraal.
As far as could be established
there is only one other published record of Pied Crow nectarivory; a bird
drinking nectar from Aloe spectabilis
in the Helpmekaar region of KwaZulu-Natal (Oatley and Skead 1972).
This makes the Majebeskraal observations only the second published
record of Pied Crows displaying opportunistic nectarivory and is certainly the first such observation on
the Mountain Aloe cladded ridges of

Above and opposite The Majebeskraal
Pied Crows east of Polokwane with their
yellow, pollen-smeared faces.

the Polokwane Plateau. This record
also brings the number of confirmed
records of Mountain Aloe nectarivory to 105 bird species!
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Cassanovia – the sad story of the Bloemfontein Secretarybird
Dawie de Swardt

E-mail: dawie@nasmus.co.za

S

ince I started working at
the National Museum
in Bloemfontein, I have
been fortunate to study and observe
breeding attempts of Secretarybirds
southwest of Bloemfontein. My first
nest observation was of a nest in 1989
when I did a behavioural study on the
Northern Black Korhaan which was
breeding at my study site. I was fortunate to locate several nest sites after
this initial one, and members of the
public and farming community also
reported nests to me. I always ringed
these nestlings, when and where possible, just prior to them fledging. In
2009 I started fitting patagial tags to
nestlings.
One bird, ringed and fitted with
numbered tags on the Jagersfontein
road south of Bloemfontein was first
sighted near Willem Pretorius Nature
Reserve, then near Senekal and later
in the Delmas region, five years after its initial ringing. This record still
represents the oldest Secretarybird in
the SAFRING database to date (de
Swardt and van der Westhuizen 2015;
de Swardt 2016). Later, Birdlife South
Africa started a project to fit satellite
transmitters to Secretarybirds and I
was involved in assisting them to ring
the nestlings from a few nests in the
southern Free State. It is also tradition
to give these nestlings names, usual-
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ly in recognition of the sponsor (e.g.
Spyker at Springfontein was named
after the sponsor of OFM, Petra of
Koffiefontein was sponsored by Petra
Diamonds at Koffiefontein mine).
During August 2019 I was doing atlas surveys in a pentad south
of Bloemfontein and observed a pair
busy building a nest and performing courtship behaviour on the nest.
As I was suspecting they might start
breeding, the nest site was monitored
on a regular basis thereafter. The
pair started laying in October 2019,
and of a 2-egg clutch, only one nestling hatched. I then notify Melissa
Howes-Whitecross (of BLSA) about
the nest as they are still interested in
fitting trackers to nestlings following phase 1 of their project (Whitecross et al. 2019). Melissa had a spare
transmitter and it was decided to fit a
transmitter to this nestling.
On 27 January 2020, Melissa
and researchers of Novia University of Applied Sciences in Finland
came to Bloemfontein to fit the
transmitter to the 7–8 week nestling
(see Culna online article: https://
nationalmuseumpublications.co.za/
secretarybird-breeding-observations-in-the-bloemfontein-area/).
The nestling was named Cassanovia,
as Novia University sponsored the
transmitter.

The data then shows that Cassanovia fledged around 13 February
2020 and stayed about two months
in the nest area before starting to
move eastwards. By 7 May 2020, it
was moving further in a south-easterly direction towards the N1 south
of Bloemfontein and moving across
the Reddersburg road, possibly more
eastward towards the Dewetsdorp
region.
Then disaster struck. On 16
July 2020 I received a call from
Melissa informing me that they were
concerned about Cassanovia as its
signal showed the bird had been stationary for a few days - never a good
sign! During this time, Bloemfontein experienced several successive
extremely cold days (and snow in
the Lesotho mountains). The GPS
point of its last location was east of
the Grootvlei prison area, not even
30 km from Bloemfontein. My newly appointed intern, Aphiwe Kozana,

and I went early the next morning to
the last fix, expecting to find a dead
bird hanging on a fence (fences are
a significant threat to these birds).
After a thorough search in the long
grass, we eventually found Cassanovia lying in the grass - fortunately
still alive but not in a good condition.
It was suspected Cassanovia was
starving as it was unable to find food
during the extremely cold spells the
region experienced at the time. We
decided to take Cassanovia to Riette
Griesel at Garingboom Guesthouse
near Springfontein. Riette has experience in rehabilitating owls and other birds of prey and recently successfully rehabilitated a Martial Eagle.
Cassanovia's rescue received
very good coverage in local newspapers (Volksblad and Bloem Nuus)
Below A very weak Cassanovia lying in the
long grass where we found it on 17 July 2020.
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and also on Facebook. Riette kept it for about a week
and Cassanovia responded
well to treatment and was
observed feeding on mouse
carcasses placed in its enclosure. The decision was
made to release Cassanovia
as it seemed to be in good
condition and the risk of
possible injury in the enclosure was significant.
Cassanovia was released on
22 July 2020.
The tracker movements then shows Cassanovia first moved north of
its release location (Garingboom is east of Springfontein), before heading
towards Springfontein and
then moving in a southward and then easterly
direction south of Aliwal
North to the Eastern Cape. At this
stage it seemed Cassanovia was doing well and we were optimistic that
this bird would yield valuable data
about the movement of Secretarybirds.
Unfortunately another severe
cold front reached the Free State and
Eastern Cape towards the end of July,
with high lying areas experiencing
temperatures well-below freezing.
Juvenile mortalities in Secretarybirds are generally high (most SAFRING recoveries were from young
birds) and concerns rose about the
survival of Cassanovia. On 8 August
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recovery site was about 153 km. Of
course, the distances travelled by
Cassanovia were much more during this short period. I personally
never imagined that Secretarybirds
are able to move over such distances over such a short period of time
(17 days at most). Fortunately, satellite tracking technology enables
us to obtain valuable data on birds'
movements and to better understand
where and why they are in a given
area at any particular time. With traditional bird ringing, we only know
the recapture/recovery point of any
bird but we don’t know of the finer
scale movements between these two
dates. Tracking data such as with the
Secretarybirds and other bird of prey
species (and an increasingly large

number of smaller species) enable
scientists to obtain fascinating data
on the movement of birds, which
bodes well for the conservation of
migratory species or species exhibiting extensive local movements.
References
de Swardt DH. 2016. Secretarybird Sagittaruis serpentarius resighted after 5 years.
Biodiversity Observations 7.26: 1–2
de Swardt DH, van der Westhuizen A.
2015. Secretarybird Sagittarius serpentarius ringing in the Free State and Eastern
Cape: movement data on patagial-tagged
nestlings. Gabar 26: 8-10.
Whitecross MA, Retief EF, Smit-Robinson
HA. 2019. Dispersal dynamics of juvenile
Secretarybirds Sagittarius serpentarius in
southern Africa. Ostrich 90: 97–110.

Above National Museum Bloemfontein intern, Aphiwe Kozana, with Cassanovia.

2020 Melissa noticed that the tracker was yet again not moving and we
feared the worst. Cassanovia was
found dead under a bush in grassland south-east of the Molteno area
by a local farmer and reported it to
BLSA. Once again, a combination
of extremely cold conditions and a
possible difficulty in obtaining sufficient food weakened Cassanovia to
such an extent that it succumbed to
starvation. The Euclidean distance
travelled from the release site to the
The Lark 31
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A Mexican standoff between Saddle-billed Storks and an
African Fish Eagle
Brian Steele-Drew

E-mail: brian.steele.drew@gmail.com

A pair of Saddle-billed Storks were
working a pool in the Ngwenyeni
River in the Kruger National Park. I
was parked and had photographed
them catching fish, meanwhile, an
African Fish Eagle was also observing them from atop of a large
Appleleaf Tree. I got the impression that the fish eagle felt they had
caught enough fish and now it was
his turn; his patience had run out!
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Down he swooped over the heads
of the storks, but they were not
fazed and stood their water. This
lasted for less than a minute with
a final Mexican standoff with both
birds squaring up, wings spread
wide but not physically making any
contact with each other, The fish
eagle's courage waned and it flew
off with its tail between its legs, and
the two storks carried on feeding.
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Observations at a Natal Spurfowl nest
Derek Engelbrecht

E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

I

n May 2019 I was fortunate
to stumble upon a nest of
Natal Spurfowl in an area
of natural bush on the campus of
the University of Limpopo. Never one to look a gift horse in the
mouth, I decided to make the most
of this opportunity and use my digital videocams to record some nesting behaviour.
The nest was found on the
10th May when the female exploded from underneath my feet while
I was walking in a patch of dense,
moribund grass under the canopy of a clump of Umbrella Thorn
Vachellia tortilis trees. The nest was
extremely well camouflaged and it
Above The clutch of six eggs. Note the lining
was only by lifting the grass that
of grass blades and contour feathers.
one was able to see the clutch of
six eggs. The dense mat of grass efA summary of the mass and
fectively created a canopy over the
nest. The nest itself was a scrape in dimensions of the six eggs are
the ground, generously lined with presented in Table 1. Video footage revealed the female was the
grass and feathers.

sole incubator, but the male was
usually present within a 30–40 m
radius of the nest. The male never alarmed (at least not audibly)
when I approached the nesting
area, nor could it be heard at any
stage during video playback. As for
the female, she sat incredibly tight,
and almost always only slinked off
when I started lifting the grass canopy to inspect the nest contents or
retrieve the videocam.
Due to the difficulty in finding and observing gamebird nests,
relatively little is known about their
incubation patterns. I obtained a
total of 2 404 minutes spanning
eight recording sessions on different days during incubation. During
this time, nest attendance averaged
74.6%. Complete incubation onbouts (i.e. an incubation shift that
wasn't interrupted, e.g. an exhausted battery or disturbance), averaged 242 minutes (n = 5), but some

exceeded 340 minutes. However,
the general pattern that emerged
was one where the female left the
nest about an hour after sunrise
for periods ranging from around
50 to 90 minutes. This morning
break was followed by an on-bout
of about 4 hours before another
shorter off-bout of 25–45 minutes,
followed by another 4–5 hour afternoon on-bout.
During an incubation onbout, the female frequently turned
and/or repositioned the eggs as
well as her own body position. She
also performed nest maintenance
duties from time to time which
included repositioning lining and
adding new material, usually within reach of the incubating female.
Below Incubation shifts involved bouts of
nest maintenance (left) and rest (right).
Note the canopy created by the dense mat of
moribund grass.

Table 1: Summary of egg mass and dimensions of the six Natal Spurfowl eggs.
Mean ± SD

Range

Mass (g)

30.43 ± 1.51

27.60–38.80

Length (mm)

43.41 ± 0.71

42.30–44.28

Width (mm)

36.39 ± 0.75

35.03–37.08

5 7523.29 ± 2 833.33

5 1906.37–5 9644.31

Egg volume (mm3)
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Above A Rhombic Egg-eater taking one of
the Natal Spurfowl's eggs. A feather is covering the snake's face.
Left The regurgitated remains of the eggshell
was found about a metre from the nest.

The
incubation
period
seemed pretty uneventful until
the 24th May when there were
only five eggs present. However,
a mere metre away from the nest
I found the culprit - or at least evidence of the culprit - a regurgitated eggshell. This is the telltale
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sign of partial nest predation by
an egg-eater. A day later, on the
25th May, video footage captured
a Rhombic Egg-eater in the act
of taking another egg from the
nest. At this stage I thought this
nesting attempt was doomed, but
fortunately for the spurfowl, the
egg-eater seemed to have had its
fill.
The chicks hatched on the
31st May, which means the female incubated at least 21 days.
According to the literature, the
incubation period lasts 20 to 25
days, but 21–23 appear to be the

norm (Harrap 1964; Little 2016).
However, most incubation records are of captive birds. The 21
days this nest was under observation means I must have found
the nest right at the beginning of
incubation. All chicks hatched
within two hours of each other,
confirming the general spurfowl
pattern of commencing with incubation upon clutch completion. About three hours after
hatching, the first chick emerged
from underneath the female and
started pecking at objects on
the surface. At just under four

Above The chicks busy hatching.

hours, the first chick started
exploring the immediate surroundings of the nest. The other chicks also emerged from the
nest after about four hours and
I noticed the female, still in the
nest, digging in the soil with the
chicks copying her behaviour.
About 5½ hours after hatching,
the female left the nest for about
three minutes. The chicks remained at the nest, but were not
in the bowl of the nest; instead
they were hiding in the vegetaThe Lark 31
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Figure 1: Sonogram of the tonal whistles of Natal Spurfowl chicks. Note the decrease
in frequency and that some whistles (the third and fourth) are more drawn-out than
others.

tion next to the nest. However,
they called incessantly, the call
being the typical drawn-out tonal whistles showing a decrease in
frequency (Fig. 1; Milstein and
Wolf 1984). Upon the female's
return, she first call a soft kuklike call and a softer croo and a
peculiar, bubbling-like prrrp call
(Figs. 2). It was clear these were
calls for the chicks to assemble
and follow her. Shortly after this
they left the nest area and my
observations ended.
In conclusion, this is the
first account of behaviour of
Natal Spurfowl during incubation. The observations provide
the first direct evidence that the
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Above About four hours after hatching, the
chicks became noticeably more mobile and
started pecking at the surface around the edge
of the nest.

female is solely responsible for
incubation, shed some light on
incubation patterns, reveal that
incubation is at least 21 days in
the wild, describe a seemingly
unique contact call by the female
and describe post-hatching behaviour of chicks and the female.
References
Harrap KS. 1964. Breeding the Natal Francolin in captivity. Avicultural
Magazine 70: 146-147.
Little R. 2016. Terrestrial gamebirds
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Figure 2: Sonogram of different contact calls by the female Natal Spurfowl. A = the
typical kuk-call of many galliform birds; B = two examples of the croo-call; and C = four
examples of the soft and rather peculiar prrp-call.

and snipes of Africa. Auckland Park,
Jacana Media.
Milstein PleS, Wolff SW. 1987. The
over-simplification of our "francolins".
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Interesting sightings

16 June - 15 August 2020
Share your interesting sightings seen within a 100 km radius of Polokwane. Please submit your sightings to thelarknews@gmail.com and
include the date, locality and a brief write-up of your sighting. Photos
are welcome but will be used at the discretion of the editors.
SABAP2 Out of Range record; Regional rarity; National Rarity; First for season.

Non-passerines

African Black Swift - 13 July 2020.
A fairly large flock at Curro Heuwelkruin (Derek Engelbrecht).
African Openbill - 31 July 2020. A
single bird at Letaba Estates (Derek
Engelbrecht).
African Skimmer - 24 June 2020.
Five birds near Tzaneen (Johan Botma); 4 August 2020. Six adults near
Tzaneen (Derek Engelbrecht); 8
August 2020. Eight adults near Tzaneen (Julia Friskin); 12 August 2020.
Two adult birds on a farm dam near
Letsitele (Paul Zaayman); 8 August
2020. Nine adults near Tzaneen
(Derek Engelbrecht).
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Compiled by Derek Engelbrecht

Common Greenshank - 24 June
2020. An overwintering bird at
Letaba Estates (Derek Engelbrecht). 29 July 2020. An individual
in the Polokwane Bird Sanctuary
2020 (Derek Engelbrecht).
Common Sandpiper - 31 July
2020. A bird seen at Letaba Estates (Derek Engelbrecht).
Fiery-necked Nightjar - 12 August
2020. Following the discovery of
a roadkill Fiery-necked Nightjar
in Welgelegen in June 2020, a
bird was heard calling in Welgelegen at dawn (Derek Engelbrecht).
Glossy Ibis - 29 July 2020. A pair
seen in the Polokwane Bird Sanctuary (Derek Engelbrecht).
Lizard Buzzard - 26 July 2020. A
single bird seen in the Polokwane
Game Reserve (Daniel Engelbrecht).

er bridge on the Soetdorings road
(Minkie Prinsloo).
Martial Eagle - 8 August 2020. A juvenile seen near Mieliekloof east of
Tzaneen (Richter Van Tonder).

Martial Eagle © Richter Van Tonder

Ovambo Sparrowhawk - 14 July
2020. A juvenile near Bergnek
(Richter Van Tonder); 26 July 2020.
An adult in the Polokwane Game
Reserve (Daniel Engelbrecht).

Lizard Buzzard © Daniel Engelbrecht

African Openbill © Derek Engelbrecht

Long-crested Eagle - 2 August 2020.
An individual seen at the Sand Riv-

Ovambo Sparrowhawk © Daniel Engelbrecht
The Lark 31
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Palm-nut Vulture - 8 August 2020.
A single adult seen at Letaba Estates
(Mark Friskin).

Palm-nut Vulture © Mark Friskin

Peregrine Falcon - 14 August 2020.
An adult bird seen at the Letaba
River bridge in Tzaneen (Derek
Engelbrecht).
Red-chested Flufftail - 9 July 2020.
A bird trapped at Letaba Estates
(Derek Engelbrecht).

Red-chested Flufftail © Derek Engelbrecht
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Ruff - 29 July 2020. A single bird
in the Polokwane Bird Sanctuary
(Derek Engelbrecht).
Tawny Eagle - 2 August 2020. A single bird seen at the Bylsteel-Legkraal
junction (Minkie Prinsloo).
Wahlberg's Eagle - 5 August 2020.
One bird at Modimolle (Mariza
Hamman).
Whiskered Tern - 15 August 2020.
Two birds at Hout River Dam (Richter Van Tonder).
Wood Sandpiper - 18 July 2020. A
single bird at Letaba Estates (Daniel
Engelbrecht).
Yellow-billed Kite - 8 August 2020.
A single bird seen at Tibane Lodge
near Witvinger (Susan Dippenaar).
Yellow-billed Stork - 28 July 2020.
One at a small dam at Curro Heuwelkruin (Derek Engelbrecht); 4
August 2020. Two birds at Letaba
Estates (Derek Engelbrecht); 13 August 2020. Four birds at a small dam
on farm Enkeldebosch near Kalkbank (Derek Engelbrecht).

Yellow-billed Stork © Derek Engelbrecht

Passerines
Fawn-coloured Lark - 28 June
African Red-eyed Bulbul - 4 July 2020. A male at Kopermyn (Jody
2020. A single bird seen attend- De Bruyn).
ing flowering Mountain Aloes at
Majebeskraal (Joe Grosel).

Fawn-coloured Lark © Jody De Bruyn
African Red-eyed Bulbul © Joe Grosel

Grey-rumped Swallow - 9 July 2020.
African Reed Warbler - 4 August Several birds collecting nesting materi2020. A male calling from a reedbed al, Letaba Estates (Derek Engelbrecht).
on the banks of the Letaba River, Lesser Striped Swallow - 9 July 2020.
Letaba Estates (Derek Engelbrecht). A bird seen at Letaba Estates (Derek
Brimstone Canary - 8 January 2020. Engelbrecht);
Sterkloop Dam (Julia Friskin).
Pearl-breasted Swallow - 29 July 2020.
A few in the Polokwane Game Reserve
(Derek Engelbrecht).
Red-breasted Swallow - 15 August 2020.
Hout River Dam (Richter van Tonder)
Red-capped Lark - 5 August 2020. Several birds seen near Glen Roy (Derek
Engelbrecht).
Southern Pied Babbler - 2 August 2020.
A group of about five birds seen near
the Bylsteel-Legkraal junction (Minkie
Prinsloo).
Wire-tailed Swallow - 29 July 2020. A
single bird at the Polokwane Bird Sanctuary (Derek Engelbrecht).
Brimstone Canary © Julia Friskin
The Lark 31
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Klub uitstappie

EVENTS

Waar?
Datum:
Kontak:
Sel:

Club Ranch Safaris
12 September 2020
Richter Van Tonder
082 213 8276

Inkopielys:
© Les Reynolds

Pel's Fishing Owl (Visuil), White-crowned Lapwing (Witkopkiewiet), White-fronted Plover (Vaalstrandkiewiet), Meves's
Starling (Langstertglansspreeu), Meyer's Parrot (Bosveldpappegaai), Swallow-tailed Bee-eater (Swaelstertbyvreter)

Birdlife Polokwane monthly meeting
Date: 1 September 2020 (cancelled)
Time: 18:30
Venue: Polokwane Golf Club
Birdlife Polokwane monthly meeting
Date: 6 October 2020 (to be confirmed)
Time: 18:30
Venue: Polokwane Golf Club
Birdlife Polokwane monthly meeting
Date: 3 November 2020 (to be confirmed)
Time: 18:30
Venue: Polokwane Golf Club
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Club outing
Where?
Date:
Contact:
Cell:

Witvinger region
10 October 2020
Derek Engelbrecht
082 200 5277

© Les Reynolds

Shopping list: Striped Pipit, Bushveld Pipit, Grey Penduline Tit, Grey
Tit-Flycatcher, Freckled Nightjar, Flappet Lark, Verreaux's
Eagle.
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HELP SAVE OUR SEABIRDS

irdLife South Africa is collaborating with the Department of
Environmental Affairs and the FitzPatrick Institute of African
Ornithology to rid the island of mice and restore it towards its
once-pristine beauty.
The bait required to cover the island alone will cost upwards of R30
million. To help raise the necessary funds, please would you consider
sponsoring one or more hectares of land on Marion Island.
At R1000 (US$90), you can aid us in ensuring that this monumental
project will be successful.
Once completed, Marion Island will be the largest island from which
mice have successfully been eradicated.
Be a part of history, and sponsor one (or more) hectares of this beautiful oceanic gem.
For more information about this very worthwhile project and how to
become a sponsor, please visit https://mousefreemarion.org/about/

☟

28 November 2020

Please note that a decision whether Birding Big
Day 2020 will go ahead will only be taken later in the year, i.e. when we have evaluated the
Covid-19 regulations and when we are sure that
the event can be held safely. We will advertise
our decision widely through social media and
other means.
					BirdLife South Africa

Percent of target reached: 5.73%
Sponsored Hectares: 1741 ha
Sponsors: 657

Marion Island Sponsor Map
August 2020
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APPEAL FOR SUPPORT

CALLING ALL BIRDERS...
Message from

Community Bird Guide Relief Fund

BirdLife SA CEO Mark Anderson

BirdLife South Africa has trained upwards of 200 community bird
guides. Those who are still actively guiding are currently being denied all
guiding work by the national lockdown. Local and international tourism is
expected to slump for several months, even after the lockdown is lifted. This is
a devastating blow to our community bird guides who rely on local and international ecotourism (i.e. non-essential travel) in order to support themselves.
BirdLife South Africa is raising relief funding for guides who need to
sustain themselves and their families through this challenging period. We are
appealing to all our supporters, especially those who have experienced the
wonderful skills of our guides, to contribute to the pooled funds. If you would
like to reach out to a specific guide you are welcome to do so privately. All
funds received will go directly to the guides.
BirdLife South Africa is contributing R20,000 in seed funding to this
initiative in solidarity with our community bird guides.

People's Weather channel - 180 on DStv - have partnered with
BirdLife South Africa to air brilliant photographs and videos of bird
sightings.
We want to enable bird watcher enthusiasts and beginners alike to
share in the abundance and beauty of birds in southern Africa, while creating awareness for birding and biodiversity.
BirdLife South Africa strives to conserve birds, their habitats and
biodiversity through scientifically-based programmes, through supporting the sustainable and equitable use of natural resources and by encouraging people to enjoy and value nature.
Send in your images or clips, labelled with your name and an explanation to myphoto@peoplesweather.com.

How To Donate
Donations to the Community Bird Guide Relief Fund can be made to the
general BirdLife South Africa bank account using the reference format “BG_
initials_surname”. All donations are eligible for a Section 18A tax certificate
(please email proof of payment to bookkeeper@birdlife.org.za including your
full name, postal address, and the date and value of your donation).
BirdLife South Africa bank details:
Account Name: BirdLife South Africa
Bank: First National Bank, Randburg
Branch Code: 254005
Account Number: 62067506281
SWIFT: FIRNZAJJ
Visit http://www.birdlife.org.za/birdlife-guide-relief-fund/ for more details
and the application procedure.
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Cinderella's page
Birdlife Polokwane honours the LBJs of this world which may never make it onto a cover page.

Ant-eating Chat © Derek Engelbrecht
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